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Buy this book for yourself, your family, and students. Read the book 
first before you get near to any wealth creation, or empowerment 
books: 
If you wish not to change only your destiny, than the entire nation."  
simple, easy, and a great key of understanding book.

Notice: Always don't forget to put actions towards your thoughts, 
believes, dreams or visions, without any fear or panic. With this ideo-
logies got my life in at risk but I've seen myself rather protected not 
only my life but a great knowledge to you today after not backing up. 
Never get fear or panic to whenever voicing out for yourself or others.

*Never forget to respect people you meet on your way. Whether to 
agree with them or not. They agree with you or not, all I would like you 
to know and understand is that, there's still a way to go by and win. 

*Free! your mind from racism and never see colour, gender or any 
form of antagonism than to see person's you encounter with as your 
image, and if not yours, then they may be one of your generational 
images tomorrow. 

*Deal with people offended, individually, than to affiliates to any of 
their kinds. It leads to nothing than to destroy your outer and inner 
peace without any success than a progressive hindrances. 

Do this and be nations than to be nation, and witness how you'll find 
yourselves in the skies. 'short words.'

This edition © PKMB 2021
First published at the Druckerei Opferkuch GMBH 
2020 Ellwangen-Germany

Printed in Germany by Druckerei Opfakuch GMBH
73479 Ellwangen-Aalener Str. 10 
Germany

Contact: 
Glottertalstrasse, 6
79274 Sankt Märgen
Germany 

author.princekmbaidoo@gmail.com
Tel: +49 (0) 1786717480
www.dfkorg.com
www.gwebcasters.com 
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